
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

GLOBAL INSTITUTE OF LOGISTICS INDUCTS GENE TYNDALL INTO 
THE ‘HALL OF FAME’  

 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 

The Global Institute of Logistics is pleased to announce the formal 
induction of Gene Tyndall into the Institute’s Hall of Fame.  

Mr. Tyndall was honored for his outstanding contributions to the 
development of the Global Logistics industry 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 
Industry veteran Gene Tyndall was recently inducted in the Global Institute of 
Logistics ‘Hall of Fame’. The ceremony took place during the Institute’s Annual 
Robert V. Delaney North American Industry Dinner which was held at the 
Crowne Plaza Hotel in Atlanta.  
 
The announcement of its annual “Hall of Fame” inductee is one of the Institute’s 
primary products of annual research.  
 
The Institute’s Hall of Fame serves as a way to recognize distinguished members 
of the global logistics community. Those elected to membership in to the Hall of 
Fame represent the highest achievement in their field, serving as models of what 
can be achieved and how.  
 
Each year the Institute invites the Executive Directors of its various councils and 
chapters globally to nominate individuals for induction into the Institute’s Hall of 
Fame. These nominations feed discussions about what constitutes excellence and 
success in individual logisticians.  
 
The goal is to improve global logistics practices by identifying the outstanding 
logistician in the field over the course of a lifetime.  
 
Nominations are acted on by a panel of expert judges, who decide which nominee 
will be inducted into the Hall of Fame.  

1 .   
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Kieran Ring, Chief Executive Officer of the Institute, presented Gene Tyndall with 
the Claret Jug, a beautiful piece  from Waterford Crystal, in honor of his 
remarkable contributions to the industry. Many of Gene’s friends and colleagues 
attended the event to congratulate him on his achievement . 
 
Throughout the course of the evening guests spoke of why they felt he was chosen 
for such an honour and how that despite Gene’s obvious success, he had always 
remained humble. Gene’s ability to make the people around him feel comfortable 
in order to get the job done  was especially  lauded on the night. 
 
Speaking at the induction Mr Ring said: 
 
“I am delighted to announce the induction of Gene to the Institute’s Hall of 
Fame; he is a worthy successor to Bob Delaney who was our inaugural 
recipient and founder of the Institute.  
 
There was absolutely unanimous support for Gene’s nomination; no matter 
who we spoke with across the length and breadth of the planet each person 
in their turn gave their unequivocal support. 
 
In honoring Gene the industry is saying thank you for your tireless efforts to 
promote the science of supply chain and to instill in all who join the 
profession that supply chain is essentially all about people, passion and 
relationships.   
 
                
Speaking at his induction Mr. Gene Tyndall said: 
 
“I am honored to receive this recognition from the Global Institute of 
Logistics. I would like to encourage people to work with GIL if they want to 
make a difference in the industry. The Institute doesn’t promote logos they 
only promote learning and that is highly commendable.  
 
Looking back over my career, I am very pleased with the role I’ve played in 
helping to advance the disciplines of logistics and supply chain management 
.  Along the way, I have developed and maintained many friends in the 
profession around the world. 
 
“Supply chain excellence is a journey and one I plan to continue exploring, 
discovering, creating, and assisting.”  
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Criteria for Election to the Global Institute of Logistics Hall of Fame  
 
Induction as a Laureate into the Global Institute of Logistics Hall of Fame is a 
lifetime achievement award for individuals who have made a major, positive 
impact on the logistics profession as visionary business leaders with a strong 
commitment to the community.  The Global Institute of Logistics Hall of Fame 
Laureates will serve as inspirations to current and future generations. 
 To be considered as a laureate candidate for the Global Institute of Logistics Hall 
of Fame, an individual must demonstrate the following core values. 
 

1. Influence. The inductee has had a strong influence on others who desire 
to build and evolve best in class supply chains, and has gained recognition 
as a model of what a logistician should be. 

2. Emulation. Others have borrowed, copied, and imitated the inductee to 
mould their own modus operandi expounding ideas and practices first 
pioneered by the candidate.  

3. Success. The inductee has been commercially successful.  
4. Integrity. The candidate has a successful business career based on ethical 

conduct and corporate responsibility. 
5. Leadership.  The candidate demonstrates inspiring business leadership 

and has made a positive impact on or enhanced the image of the logistics 
profession from a national or global perspective. 

6. Respect. The candidate is recognized for his / her significant business 
achievements and is known for innovations pertaining to the logistics 
industry, which make him / her role model for other logistics executives to 
emulate. 

7. Excellence. The candidate is an exemplary business role model for the 
logistics industry and has a record of professional achievement.  

8. Veracity. There is sufficient documentation about the individual that one 
can prove the veracity of the individual’s achievements without resorting 
solely to hearsay. 

 
 
Criteria for the Hall of Fame are flexible within the context of the changing global 
logistics scene and will change with the times to encompass the immense variety 
of activity covered by the word “logistics.” Chairmen, CEO’s, Presidents, 
Founders, Owners, and Principals of a business or corporation are considered 
eligible. 
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When assessing candidates using the above criteria, the following points are 
considered.   

1 . Business integrity does not imply moral perfection, as those 
selected are human and are not being canonized a saint.  

2. Business leadership is defined as outstanding and enduring 
contributions to improve the products, processes, efficiencies or 
human relations of the logistics industry.   

3. Business achievement is one test, but it is not measured by the 
amount of money or power the candidate accumulated.   

 
 
About the Global Institute of Logistics 
 
The Global Institute of Logistics was founded in 2001 by the members of the Global 
Logistics Forum under the Chairmanship of the late Robert V. Delaney, the renowned 
U.S. logistics commentator and author. The institute actively fosters and promotes high 
levels of relationship orientation amongst the stakeholders in the global logistics 
community. The institute acts as a bridge between the academic world and the world of 
business, educating the global supply chain community  on the latest in academic 
thinking, while at the same time balancing and correcting the various hypotheses 
emanating from the academic community with the real experience of early adopters. For 
more information, visit us on the web at www.globeinst.org 
 
Biography; Gene Tyndall 
 
 
Gene Tyndall is President of Supply Chain Executive Advisors, LLC, (SCEA), a small 
global firm comprised of senior executives who provide strategic advice and 
management counsel to senior business and public officials around the world.  Gene is a 
globally experienced and recognized management consulting and business executive, 
having advised over 100 corporations in over 40 countries.  He has co-authored four 
books (including SUPER CHARGING SUPPLY CHAINS);  written dozens of articles; and 
is frequently quoted in business and industry media.  He is a frequent 
seminar/conference chairperson, speaker, moderator, and panelist around the world.  
He is a Director on Public and Private Boards. 
 
Prior to founding SCEA, Gene was Executive Vice-President at Ryder System, Inc., a 
FORTUNE 500 global corporation based in Miami, FL.  He was also President of the 
company’s Global Logistics Division, a $1.8Billion Business Unit providing logistics 
services for over 400 client companies around the world.  In addition to leading 
substantial improvements in profitability and shareholder value, he helped lead the 
corporation’s strategic planning process; transformed its business processes and 
operations; and initiated new technologies, programs for change management and  
knowledge management, and a new product development process. 
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Prior to joining Ryder, Gene was a Senior Partner and Leader of the Ernst & Young 
Global Supply Chain Management Consulting Practice, growing the business to over 
$1Billion annually. He advised and led business transformations for over 100 well-
known global corporations during his consulting career – across several industries 
including High-Tech, Consumer Electronics, Health Care, Energy, Consumer 
Products/Retail, Transportation/Logistics, Automotive, Chemical, and Industrial.  
Examples of these global clients include:  P&G;  Coca-Cola; 3M;  Becton Dickinson; 
Reebok; Kellogg’s; Dell;  HP;  Black & Decker; Cisco;  Samsung; Philips; General Electric, 
Ford;  GM; Toyota; Harley-Davidson; VW;  J&J;  Eli Lilly; Xerox; Georgia Pacific; 
DHL/Exel Logistics;  several International Airlines; and dozens of others.  Many of the 
Supply Chain and Logistics practices, processes, and technologies in place in global 
businesses today are due to his contributions. He has resided in 4 countries and worked 
in over 40 nations. He also was a member of the firm’s Strategic Planning Team, as well 
as a designer and lead facilitator with the firm’s Accelerated Solutions Center (ASE). 
  
Gene was a U.S. Navy Officer, serving globally on an aircraft carrier and at the Pentagon. 
He graduated from the University of Maryland; The George Washington University; the 
Institute of International Management Development in Switzerland; and several 
executive training programs at Stanford, Harvard, and the University of Miami. 
 
Gene was awarded “Innovator of the Year” in 2002 by Industry Week magazine. 
 He has won several awards as a Keynote Speaker, Group Facilitator, and Conference 
Chairman. 
 
www.sceaglobal.com 
gtyndall@sceaglobal.com  
1.305.375.0692 
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